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New Threats, New Leadership Requirements:

Rethinking the Role and Capabilities of the
Chief Information Security Officer
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Cybersecurity (or, often, the lack of it) now dominates headlines—and
for good reason. The recent spate of large-scale security breaches
demonstrates the scale of the threat, the potential for harm, and the
vulnerability of many organizations’ systems and networks.
Indeed, the breaches occurring in December 2013 alone were jarring. During the peak of the
holiday shopping season, hackers invaded Target’s systems, stealing information on more
than 100 million customers.1 Only weeks after Target’s breach was publicized, luxury retailer
Neiman Marcus announced that more than 1 million customers’ credit and debit cards had been
compromised.2 And on New Year’s Eve, hackers attacked Snapchat, a rising star in social media,
exposing the usernames and phone numbers of 4.6 million users.3
But a focus exclusively on headline-grabbing breaches holds the potential of distracting
leadership teams from the larger trend. The evidence on hacker activity clearly demonstrates
that cyberattacks are persistent, pervasive and penetrating. In fact, Cisco’s 2014 Annual Security
Report states that all the networks of the world’s 30 largest multinational companies indicated
the existence of malicious traffic. Cisco went on to recommend that “all organizations should
assume they’ve been hacked.”4
Given the scale of these threats, cybersecurity is now a key item on the agendas of boards and
executive teams. And these discussions are not theoretical. As BP Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
Bob Dudley recently noted, “We see as many as 50,000 attempts [at cyberattacks] a day.”5
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Previously considered a technical issue confined to the backwaters of information technology, the
topic is now central to the strategic and operational discussions of leadership teams.
“Cybersecurity
threats have
evolved at a much
faster pace than
the skills of the
executives (and
teams) that hold
responsibility for
deterring those
threats.”

Commonly, though, these boardroom discussions are rendered deeply uncomfortable by a
single, inescapable fact: Most breaches are both predictable and preventable. According to
Verizon, 78% of initial intrusions are rated as “low difficulty.”6 And, all too often, it’s not until a
law enforcement agency notifies an organization that its customer information is available on the
black market that a company is aware of having been breached. While hackers are undeniably
becoming increasingly sophisticated, research reveals that the majority of successful attacks
cannot be attributed to the ingenuity of the attackers. Instead, successful attacks often result
from a lack of readiness in large organizations.
Perhaps most critically, this vulnerability is not simply a function of gaps in technical
infrastructure. Rather, many companies are finding that talent gaps—most notably among chief
information security officers (CISO) and their broader information security departments—are
more troubling than technical gaps. Painful experience has taught many firms that the nature of
cybersecurity threats has evolved at a much faster pace than the skills of the executives (and
teams) that hold responsibility for deterring those threats.
This (ominous) leadership and talent gap should force all organizations to rethink the shape
and structure of the chief information security officer role, as well as the capability requirements
for the executives who occupy the position. To this end, this paper is designed to provide
organizations with a sharper perspective on:
■

■

The (fast) changing responsibilities of the CISO role.
The fundamental skills, competencies and experience necessary to succeed in the CISO role
today.

■

How the smartest companies are competing for and attracting top cybersecurity talent.

■

How those same companies are positioning CISOs (and their teams) to succeed.

NEW THREATS, NEW LEADERSHIP REQUIREMENTS
Beyond confronting a surge in criminal hacker activity, CISOs now face a wide array of risks
that have significantly increased the complexity of their role. Indeed, CEB, a global research
firm, recently documented a daunting list of emerging challenges confronting CISOs, with risk
generated by the near ubiquity of mobile devices; the growing global scope of information
assets; the rising difficulty of complying with new regulations; and the specter of statesponsored attacks.7
The fast-evolving nature (and heightened intricacy) of the risk environment is forcing firms to
redefine the core requirements of the CISO role.
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As a first step in this direction, many organizations are elevating the level (or altitude) of the role
itself, ensuring that the CISO is positioned either as a key direct report to the enterprise chief
information officer, chief risk officer or general counsel.
“Core leadership
and general
management
competencies
— rather than
technical ability —
stand as the clear
differentiators
of the very best
cybersecurity
executives.”

While this elevation of the role is necessary, it is also insufficient. “Moving the box on the org
chart” is essential for signaling the importance of the function and extending connectivity to the
executive team, but such action is unlikely to make a difference unless expectations for the role
are simultaneously redefined.
As companies raise the profile and prominence of the CISO role, they also must require that the
responsibilities of top cybersecurity executives change in five important ways:
■

■

■

■

■

From Urgent Responders to “Urgent Responders and Proactive Innovators”: The quickly
changing nature of the threat environment means that CISOs must develop a clear vision of
how the tactics of hackers will evolve. Visionary leadership is now a core requirement of the
role, with leading executives demonstrating real skill at developing sophisticated scenario
plans.
From Methodical Managers to “Methodical Managers and Agile Adapters”: The CISO
role always has demanded relentless attention to process and detail. While still necessary,
this emphasis on process sometimes lulls executives into basic routines. To avoid this trap,
CISOs today must demonstrate real agility—a willingness and ability to pivot and respond
with alacrity to changes in the threat environment.
From Compliance Managers to “Compliance Managers, Educators and Influencers”:
The vast majority of cyber vulnerability occurs outside the direct reach and control of the
cybersecurity department, with routine employee behavior often generating the greatest risk
exposure. Leading CISOs recognize that the scale of this challenge (i.e., influencing the dayto-day actions of thousands of individuals) requires a sharp focus on education and influence.
Rather than simply deploying perfunctory compliance training sessions on the “why, what and
how” of information security, these executives engage directly with line leaders to build a culture
of vigilance.
From Tactical Operators to “Tactical Operators and Strategic Leaders”: Perhaps most
critically, CISOs now must operate strategically, ensuring clear (and clearly visible) alignment
between business strategy and cybersecurity strategy. Top CISOs have an influential and
compelling voice at board meetings and in executive committee discussions. And CISOs articulate
cybersecurity strategy not as a simple cost of doing business but, instead, as a crucial enabler of
business outcomes.
From Technicians to “Technicians and Talent Magnets”: Frequently (unfairly) stereotyped
as hidebound technicians, leading CISOs engage actively and outwardly in the talent market.
These executives take as a given that their ability to stay ahead of threats will largely be a
function of the capacity to attract, develop and retain the best cybersecurity talent—and they
allocate their time and energies accordingly.
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WHERE DO LEADING CISOS COME FROM?

“Organizations
accustomed
to positioning
cybersecurity as
a niche role in IT
will experience
sticker shock
when first
learning of the
compensation
requirements
of top CISO
candidates.”

Of course, organizations cannot simply redefine CISO expectations and hope that their CISOs are
up to the task. Instead, companies must take a hard look at the core capabilities of the individual
occupying the CISO role. Many executives in the role today are fully ready and able to adapt to the
changes in the environment. But our experience suggests that more than one-third of sitting CISOs
lack the fundamental competencies needed to meet the demands of these new role requirements.
But can a CISO’s readiness be predicted based on the nature of one’s on-paper profile (e.g.,
educational credentials and career experience)? At first glance, the educational background and
career experience of CISOs differ notably from one executive to the next. In turn, organizations
often struggle to define the ideal characteristics of their future CISO.
Given this challenge, Russell Reynolds Associates undertook an effort to understand the career
path and profile of 20 leading CISOs. Our analysis sought to answer two basic questions:
■

Is there a consistent, discernible CISO profile among the best executives in this field?

■

Do the best executives in this field cluster around a single, dominant profile?

The answer to our first question was a clear “yes.” While these 20 executives exhibit a range of
backgrounds, their profile fits into four distinct categories:
■

■

■

■

Profile 1: Corporate Cybersecurity “Lifers”: Often holding a technical degree in engineering
or computer science, these executives typically begin their career in the cybersecurity function
of a large organization and climb their way to the top.
Profile 2: General Technologists: Frequently holding a technical degree in engineering
or computer science, these executives normally begin their career in corporate IT (e.g.,
applications development) and migrate to a specialization in cybersecurity.
Profile 3: Military or Law Enforcement Professionals: Less commonly holding a technical
degree, these executives begin their career in the military or law enforcement, gaining technical
expertise via experience and rising to a senior cybersecurity role before migrating to a senior
position within the cybersecurity function of a corporation.
Profile 4: Cybersecurity Product Specialists: Less commonly holding a technical degree,
these executives begin their career with a vendor of cybersecurity products. Similar to CISOs
with military or law-enforcement backgrounds, product specialists also tend to gain technical
expertise via experience and rise to a senior role before migrating to a senior position within
the cybersecurity function of a corporation.

Notably, however, the distribution of the 20 executives in our analysis was fairly even across each
of these four profiles. And our broader experience indicates that all four of these profiles are also
found in abundance in the larger CISO population outside our group of 20 leaders.
Taken together, these facts provide an answer to our second question. The differentiating feature
of the best CISOs is not a single, common set of educational credentials or career experiences. Of
course, both matter foundationally. However, our analysis demonstrates that executives falling into
any one of these four profiles of education and experience can reach the top of the cybersecurity field.
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WHAT DIFFERENTIATES LEADING CISOS?
What, then, distinguishes leading CISOs from average CISOs?
“Too often, the
first meeting
between the CISO
and the executive
team occurs when
the CISO is called
into an emergency
session to brief
the firm’s leaders
on a significant
breach.”

Our work in the field suggests that core leadership and general management competencies—
rather than technical ability—stand as the clear differentiators of the very best cybersecurity
executives.
This is not to say that technical ability can be cast aside. To the contrary, technical competence
is a core feature of the profiles of nearly all leading CISOs. That said, technology know-how
also is a core feature of the profiles of nearly all average (and less-than-average) CISOs. In other
words, technical competence is required but is insufficient, in and of itself, for success in the
CISO role. Technical skills are table stakes, not differentiators.
Instead, the most effective CISOs are bringing new sets of capabilities to the position. Beyond
a necessary (and relentless) focus on results, the following competencies stand out as key
differentiators of the most effective executives in this role:
■

■

■

■

■

Business Acumen and Analytics: Leading CISOs develop and demonstrate a deep
understanding of their firm’s competitive strategies, business models and underlying
economics. These executives are intimately familiar with their firm’s key strategies for acquiring
and retaining customers. These leaders can insightfully describe their firm’s cost structures
and understand the tradeoffs associated with sales and marketing channels. Armed with
this knowledge, top CISOs ensure that cybersecurity strategies reflect not only the threat
environment but also the strategic imperatives of the business.
Creativity and Innovation: Leading CISOs have an appreciation for proven playbooks and
practices, but top executives also bring a zeal for creativity and innovation to their role.
They recognize that “failure of imagination” often is the root cause of security breaches, and
effective CISOs pride themselves on being more creative than hackers.
Business-Relevant Communication: Leading CISOs are as comfortable describing how
their company makes money as they are in explaining cybersecurity architecture. A depth
of business acumen enables these executives to convey cybersecurity strategy in the native
tongue of operating executives. And by communicating in business-relevant language, these
executives ensure that their departments (and investments) are viewed as core features of
business strategy, not simply burdensome costs of doing business.
Relationships, Influence and Presence: Leading CISOs excel at building relationships from
the C-suite to the shop floor. Top executives recognize that cybersecurity hinges on culture
as much as systems, and CISOs energetically engage in the task of establishing connections
to key influencers across the organization. These leaders also demonstrate the executive
presence required to build and maintain credibility in the boardroom and executive suite.
People Leadership: Leading CISOs challenge the assumption that technical leaders, by
definition, lack people-leadership skills. These executives over-invest in acquiring, developing
and retaining top talent. They ensure that their teams are fully aligned and engaged with the
core mission of the cybersecurity function. And top leaders measure their long-term success
by the ability to develop a bench of successors capable of stepping into the CISO role.
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The most notable feature on this list is that, at first glance, most of these competencies look
remarkably soft. But, as aforementioned, our experience demonstrates that hard technical skills are
not differentiators of top performers in this role. Instead, top CISOs are distinguished by their unique
ability to define a vision, secure support for that vision with the board and the C-suite, marshal the
resources and talent required to translate that vision into reality, and engage the broader employee
population in becoming champions for information security (rather than merely being in compliance
with security policies). Put simply, as the role gets harder, this “soft stuff” matters more.
ATTRACTING THE BEST CISO TALENT
The changing nature of the CISO role forces organizations to rethink their approach to attracting
and developing cybersecurity talent. Old methods likely will produce talent that is best suited
to address old challenges. As enterprises consider creating, filling or (over time) managing
succession for the CISO role, they must creatively confront the realities of the external market.
Demand far outstrips supply for the new model of top CISO talent. In particular, individuals with
both technical credibility and core leadership capability are exceptionally scarce. To successfully
attract candidates who fit this profile, organizations must consider four tactics:
■

■

■

■
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Sell the Vision for the Role, Not Simply the Day-to-Day Responsibilities of the Job. Top
CISOs tend to be satisfied with their current role. They also have the luxury of an abundance
of career options. As a result, these executives are not especially likely to be lured away by the
“same job in a different company.” Rather, they will gravitate toward a unique opportunity to
simultaneously stretch their capabilities and demonstrate impact against meaningful objectives.
With this in mind, companies must craft a credible vision for the CISO role before approaching
the market. Unlike a standard job specification (with a laundry list of responsibilities and desired
qualities), a vision for the role is a simple statement of the compelling, concrete objectives that the
CISO will be expected to achieve. The content of this vision certainly will vary from firm to firm, but
the importance of a clearly articulated “vision for the role” is an essential tool across firms.
Ensure Direct Engagement of the CEO in the Recruitment Process. Top CISOs will
consider roles within only those organizations that demonstrate a strong strategic commitment
to the importance of cybersecurity. And no amount of reassurance from the chief information
officer, chief risk officer or general counsel is likely to convince these executives that
cybersecurity maintains a prominent place on the CEO’s list of priorities. This message
must come directly from the CEO, who should play a visible role in the final assessment and
recruitment of the finalist candidate.
Demonstrate Flexibility on the Scope of the Role. Top CISOs rarely are empire builders, but
they do require their organization to provide them with the latitude necessary to confront the
staggering array of threats in the security environment. In turn, these executives frequently will
aim to negotiate on the scope of the role itself. Organizations naturally are reticent to bend the
boundaries of jobs, but companies should not shun this discussion. A lack of willingness to
engage in this conversation will often repel the most talented candidates.
Prepare to Pay for Top Talent. Talent scarcity is unsurprisingly leading to rising compensation
for the top CISO role. Total annual cash compensation in the range of $400,000 to $600,000

is increasingly normal for this position, with leading executives at top firms now often
commanding total annual compensation packages of more than $1 million. Organizations
accustomed to positioning cybersecurity as a niche role in IT will experience sticker shock
when first learning of the compensation requirements of top CISO candidates. And, to be
sure, astute CEOs and chief human resources officers will not allow headlines to lead them to
overpay for the role. That said, compensation for this role should be set according to market
benchmarks rather than anchored on the compensation of the previous CISO.
POSITIONING FOR SUCCESS
Cybersecurity no longer can remain a technical discipline confined to a centralized group within
IT. Instead, cybersecurity now must stand as a broad organizational capability. For efforts to
succeed, employees across the organization must be fully equipped, engaged and enabled to
deter potential security threats.
At the same time, this broader organizational capability must be driven by a highly influential,
central cybersecurity function. And the structure and positioning of the cybersecurity team will
significantly influence its ultimate success or failure.
While there is no one-size-fits-all model for structuring and deploying an information security
function, our experience suggests that the following factors frequently prove critical:
■

■

■

Reporting Altitude: CISOs invariably will struggle to demonstrate executive influence when
their title or reporting line suggests “backroom administrator.” At a minimum, the CISO must be
a prominent member of the chief information officer’s, chief risk officer’s, or general counsel’s
leadership team.
Board and C-Suite Exposure: CISOs must maintain a consistent presence at meetings of both
the board and the executive committee. Too often, the first meeting between the CISO and the
executive team occurs when the CISO is called into an emergency session to brief the firm’s
leaders on a significant breach. Without a consistent rotation in front of these groups, CISOs will
lack the influence and connectivity needed to ensure a forward-looking approach to cybersecurity.
Distributed Deployment: Advances in an organization’s cybersecurity readiness are unlikely
to occur exclusively via missives and policies issued from a central, isolated group. Information
security professionals must be deployed within the business units they serve. And just as
CISOs must maintain a continuing presence with enterprise leadership teams, business unit
cybersecurity professionals must build strong connections to the leadership teams (and
broader employee bases) at their decentralized locations.

IN CONCLUSION
Leading companies recognize that their ability to confront rising cybersecurity risk is largely
driven by the quality of talent within the cybersecurity function, with a particular emphasis on
ensuring that the CISO role is held by an executive who is as comfortable in the boardroom
as in the IT backroom. Companies lacking this type of CISO leadership will grow increasingly
vulnerable. And as recent experience demonstrates, these vulnerabilities are unlikely to go
unnoticed by cybercriminals.
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